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Weight To Volume Converter

This conversion tool has been designed to help convert between weight and volume. However, before you
continue, you should be aware that this type of conversion is not as easy as it sounds. As explained in the
article how to convert from volume to weight, to convert between weight and volume accurately, you need to

know the density of the substance that you are trying to convert.

To begin the conversion, enter the density figure for your substance, or choose one of the approximations from the list of
liquids, materials, metals or woods (click a tab below to see the appropriate list). Next, select the unit that you would like
to convert from and to, enter a value and click the 'Convert!' button. Default rounding is set to a maximum of 14 decimal
places.
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Please enter a density figure, select a unit to convert from and to, enter a conversion value and click the 'convert' button. Please note that
you should not use commas.
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DisclaimerDisclaimer

Whilst every effort has been made in building this weight to volume conversion tool, we are not to be held liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential
damages or monetary losses of any kind arising out of or in connection with the use of the converter tools and information derived from the web site. This weight to
volume conversion tool is here purely as a service to you, please use it at your own risk. Do not use calculations for anything where loss of life, money, property,
etc could result from inaccurate conversions.

Please see the full disclaimer for more information.

Weight to volume conversion substances

All of the 'Substance Density List' figures are from simetric.co.uk - copyright © Roger Walker.

Popular individual converters
Alcohol, Asbestos, Coffee, Construction, Cooking, Metal, Oil, Petrol, Water, Wood

If you have any suggestions or queries with this weight to volume conversion tool, please contact me.
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